VISIT FINLAND STAND IN ITB CHINA: INVITATION TO JOIN AS CO-EXHIBITOR
ITB CHINA in Shanghai 15. – 17.5.2019
ITB CHINA event is organised for the third time and works as a meeting point for travel and tourism professionals.
ITB CHINA, organised by Messe Berlin subsidiary in China (MB Exhibitions Shanghai) and TravelDaily will function as
networking place for the media, exhibitors and visitors covering Chinese online buyers as well as offline buyers. In
addition to presentations, conferences and traditional stands ITB China also runs its own hosted buyer programme
through which you may contact buyers, mainly Chinese outbound offices. Event is organised in Shanghai World
Expo and Convention center hall 1.

Visit Finland stand
In cooperation with Visit Finland we are operating Visit Finland –pavilion for ITB CHINA. Participation fee includes
booth rental, joint Visit Finland –elements, joint info counter and storage as well as services of Messuille Oy on the
spot and a meeting set / table with buyers. Visit Finland will organise a side event in Shanghai during ITB CHINA.

ENROLLMENT until 2.1.2019
1. Own meeting table 5600
€ + vat per company (1 rep
on the spot)
incl. meetings with buyers
(through hosted buyer
programme from MB
exhibitions Shanghai) and
one exhibitor badge.
2. Shared meeting table
3600 € + vat per company
(1 rep on the
spot/company)
incl. meetings with buyers
(through hosted buyer programme from MB exhibitions Shanghai) and one exhibitor badge/company. The enrolled
company must enrol or inform Messuille oy who is sharing the meeting table with the additional price of
3600/4300 €. If this enrolment is not done by 15.4.2019 the participation will be automatically upgraded into own
meeting table. Please note that you can purchase for the company sharing your table another additional own
meeting set for the price of 1600 € + vat.

ENROLLMENT 3.1.2019 – 15.4.2019
1. Own meeting table 6300 € + vat per company (1 rep on the spot)
incl. meetings with buyers (through hosted buyer programme from MB exhibitions Shanghai) and one exhibitor
pass.
2. Shared meeting table 4300 € + vat per company (1 rep on the spot/company)
incl. meetings with buyers (through hosted buyer programme from MB exhibitions Shanghai) and one exhibitor
badge/company. The enrolled company must enroll or inform Messuille oy who is sharing the meeting table with
the additional price of 4300 €. If this enrolment is not done by 15.4.2019 the participation will be automatically
upgraded into own meeting table. Please note that you can purchase for the company sharing your table another
additional own meeting set for the price of 1600 € + vat.

TERMS AND SUPPORT FOR EVENT PARTICIPATION
Offer is valid until 15.4.2019 or as long as there is space available. There are limited number of own meeting tables
available.
Additional person from the same company including exhibitor badge and participation into a side event cost 200
€ + vat. Enrol as soon as possible by sending the signed enrolment form to mikko.nummi@messuille.fi. Invoicing
terms: 60 % will be invoiced as you enrol and 40 % expires 3 weeks before event starts. By enrolling you accept
Messuille Oy general terms of participation.
We apply for Business Finland -governmental support money if necessary criteria are met. We cannot guarantee
the financial support. The criteria and decision whether the support exists for 2019 will be released mid December
2018.
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